A MOMENT IN TIME LONDON STREET 1851
Teachers Notes
The 1851 census was conducted on 30 March and for the first time it included more accurate and detailed information about people’s ages, occupations,
marital status and place of birth. It also recorded who was the head of a household and the relationship to head of household.
(Although the 1841 census recorded a person’s age, it was rounded down to the nearest five years for anyone over the age of 15! In 1851 people had to give
their age at last birthday.)
Census forms were left with households to complete. Enumerators collected these and copied the information into enumeration books — and it is the
records from these books that we have available to us today. This does mean that errors could occur in the copying of the returns.
The population of Great Britain in 1851, based on the census, was around 21 million and for the first time more than half the country’s population lived in
towns and cities. Swindon is a good example of this rapid population growth and urbanisation and the 1851 census returns for London Street give an
indication of where this new urban workforce was coming from. London Street was typical of the rest of the Railway Village, which was also known as New
Town.
Use these pages on their own or with other resources:
- With the Swindon population figures resource to develop an understanding of how rapidly New Town grew, compared to Old Town. Use in History,
Geography, numeracy/maths — migration; urbanisation, population growth; types of jobs; putting birthplaces in rank order; drawing graphs; etc.
- With Jefferies’ Land extracts which give insights into what life was like in the new community and the motivations of the people who lived there.
- with the various photo resources; the residents of London Street would most likely have been members of the Mechanics Institution and benefited from
the GWR Medical Fund.
See also Understanding the Census and the Census Exemplar.

AN ABBREVIATED SUMMARY OF ENTRIES FOR LONDON STREET CENSUS RETURNS
These census returns are clearly written and generally not difficult to decipher. But 19th century handwriting can be a bit confusing, especially with capital Ts
and Fs. There are also a number of abbreviations for county names. See also Teachers Notes Census Exemplar and Understanding the Census.
No.1 London St. Samuel Fudge / Head / Mar[ried] / 27 / Engineer—Boiler Smith / Glostersh[ire] Kingswood.
Elizabeth [do = ditto = as above] / Wife / Mar /25 /
/ do Warmley.
Richard West, aged 6, is a scholar which means he is in school.
No.2 or 3 James Eyre is from Loscoe in Derbyshire.
No.3 or 4 Samuel Laing is from Scotland and you can just make out Dundee. He is an Engineer—Turner.
One house uninhabited — which may explain the confusion over house numbers.
No.5 James Davidson is an Engineer—Fitter.
James Holland is a Carpenter.
There are four families at No.5—the entry goes across two pages.
No.6 John Taylor is an Engineer—Copper Smith from Lancash[ire] Manchester.
John Summers is a Tallow Chandler [a candle maker using tallow—animal fats].
Richard Pattison is an Engineer—Erector.
Charles Paget is a Rail Cl[erk]?
No.7 Francis A Bucknall, Alfred A Wickenden & John S Fraser are lodging temporarily at No.7 and are all Railw[ay] civil engineers.
No.8 Henry Hicks is an Engine—Fireman. This means he looks after the fire which runs the boiler of a steam engine. Not clear whether he works on a
locomotive (train) or on a static steam engine in the GWR works.
Also in this house is John F Thwaites.
Capital Fs and Ts can be a little confusing. Also note the number 8 which looks like it is on its side rather than upright!
No.9 Eleanor Young, daughter, is 15 years old and a pupil teacher at a local school. The qualified teacher (master or mistress) would have a number of pupils
supporting the teaching of a class. Pupil teachers learnt on-the-job and had to take exams.
Robert Wardle is an Engineer—Boiler Maker
No.10 John Spiller is a Carpenter Joiner
No.11 Martha Edwards is a Domestic Servant—probably for that household which includes two lodgers.
No.12 Charles W Hind is an MRCS Lond[on] practising as a surgeon. (MRCS—Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in London.) His brother Frederick is
his assistant. Elizabeth Wallace is their Housekeeper.
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